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The Afghan War at the End of 2009: A Crisis and New Realism 

 
Anthony H. Cordesman 
 

Far too many of the debates over President Obama’s new strategy for Afghanistan have been conceptual, and have failed to focus on 

practical plans, schedules for action, needs for resources, and metrics for success. These problems have been further complicated by 

the fact the debate over the new strategy took place at a time when NATO/ISAF and the US virtually ceased to provide any 

meaningful metrics on the course of the war.  

 

NATO/ISAF and the US were still reporting something approaching “success” in the reports they issued in May 2009, and were still 

focusing on tactical clashes at a time when UN and ICOS reporting showed that the Afghan government and NATO/ISAF had lost 

control of 30-80% of the country. This reporting was fundamentally misleading, and made it difficult for many to understand why 

General McChrystal talked about the war in terms of a crisis, and stressed the need for major increases in troops and resources. 

 

This report focuses only on the fighting, and not on the full range of issues that must be addressed to win the war. It is essential to win 

meaningful victories at the tactical level, but there are six additional -- and equally critical -- elements of a successful campaign that 

still need to be addressed in a meaningful enough public form to provide any confidence that the President’s strategy is being 

effectively implemented: 

 
 How to restructure and strengthen the national military and PRT elements of ISAF to produce far better unity of effort in a population-oriented 

campaign. This is only a matter of force and resource levels to a limited degree. It is fart more a question of how to deal with short tours and constant 

rotations, differing national policies and patterns of action, differing national caveats and priorities, and a lack of allied civil-military coordination at the 

national level in many allied zones of responsibility. 

 

 How to restructure the UN, national, and NGO aid effort to shape a meaningful mix of “hold, build, and transfer” efforts that can win the war coupled to 

realistic and achievable efforts at mid and long-term development – a effort with goals and objectives Afghans actually want rather than meet donor 

goals, that is reasonably well coordinated, that is transparent and resists corruption, and that has meaningful measures of effectiveness. 

 

 How to create truly effective, integrated civil-military efforts – at least within the US country effort, and hopefully with key allies as well. 

 

 How to build Afghan civil capacity to govern, provide prompt justice and an effective rule of law, and provide essential government services at every 

level with acceptable levels of waste and corruption as seen by the Afghan population. 



 

 How to build up an effective mix of Afghan security forces that produce regular military, paramilitary, and police forces that provide reasonable levels 

of effectiveness in the field on a sustained basis and provide the capability to begin transfer of responsibility to the Afghan forces in mid-2011. This 

effort must be tied to success in building Afghan capacity to govern down to the district and local levels and link a civil and criminal justice system to 

the development of the Afghan police. 

 

 How to link these efforts in Afghanistan to a very different – but directly related – campaign in Pakistan that is driven by the perceptions and actions of 

a deeply divided Pakistan that is an “ally” only to he extent that its elite perceives given sets of actions to be to its own advantage. This requires strategy, 

planning, and action to at least coordinate the NATO/ISAF effort in Afghanistan, and the US/allied effort in Pakistan, and progress in the war to be 

measured in net assessment terms.  

 

Nevertheless, the current analysis shows that the Afghan War had truly reached a crisis stage by the time President Obama gave his 

first speech on Afghan strategy in the spring of 2009. The NATO/ISAF and US may have continued to “win” virtually every tactical 

clash, but in ways that lost much of the country. They also fought in ways that inflicted serious civilian casualties and collateral 

damage, and in ways that provided any lasting security for the Afghan population.  

 

A broader set of metrics now being developed as part of a more comprehensive report on the conflict shows that this is only part of the 

story. The US failed to focus on the needs and security of the Afghan people. It also failed to properly resource the war and to provide 

effective leadership. More broadly, the Afghan government, and outside aid efforts, failed to meet the basic needs of the Afghan 

people, or even establish a meaningful presence in many areas. Far too few resources were provided to create effective Afghan 

security forces, and they were treated more as adjuncts to NATO/ISAF than true partners.  

 

The end result was that the US and its allies won largely meaningless tactical clashes while steadily losing the country and the people. 

In contract, the Taliban and other insurgents were winning the war they fought to dominate the population and defeat the US and its 

allies through a war of political attrition. 



Telling Half Truths About A Critical Rise in the Intensity of the Fighting 

The metrics in this report show that NATO/ISAF continued to report as many positive indicators as negative indicators in its summary 

maps through April 2009. It reported that there was a 64% increase in insurgent attacks between January and May 2009 , but that 80% 

of these occurred in only 13% (47) of AfghanistanÕs 364 districts. It also reported that civilian deaths (evidently only counting direct 

major Taliban attacks) were down 44% and kidnappings down 17%, and that 35% of Afghans felt security was better than six months 

ago versus 28% when polled six months earlier. Other NATO/ISAF data showed significant Taliban/insurgent activity in only three 

provinces Š Helmand, Kandahar, and Khost. (p. 6) 

 

The NATO/ISAF data on attack trends were mixed through May 2009, although significant rises were reported in a number of areas. 

They also still  reflected a focus on kinetics and tactical events, rather than control of the population and territory, with most attacks 

occurring in the south and the east, and little threat in the capital, north and west. (Pp. 7-9) 
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Partial Denial: Security Summary 

(April 2009)

HQ ISAF Strategic Advisory Group ―Unclassified Metrics‖ April 2009.



7HQ ISAF Strategic Advisory Group ―Unclassified Metrics‖ May 2009.

Steadily Rising Problems in the 
South: 

Average Daily Insurgent Initiated Attacks



8HQ ISAF Strategic Advisory Group ―Unclassified Metrics‖ May 2009.

Attack Trends 

Jan-May 08 Compared to Jan-May 09



9HQ ISAF Strategic Advisory Group ―Unclassified Metrics‖ May 2009.

Insurgent Attacks by RC
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Losing the People: 

NATO/ISAF Fails to Provide Security, 

GIRoA Fails to Provide Governance and 

Justice; Aid Never Reaches the People, and 

Casualties Create a Critical Backlash
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Losing the Afghan People 

The result was a pattern of fighting that inflicted serious civilian casualties and collateral damage, and steadily  lost the support of the 

Afghan people because NATO/ISAF, Afghan forces, and the US steadily lost control over more and more of afghan territory and more 

and more of the Afghan people. NATO/ISAF data on civilian casualties issued in the spring showed a sharp difference between 

NATO/ISAF and much higher UN estimates (p. 12). These also showed that NATO/ISAF estimated that it was inflicting 20-25% of 

all casualties while providing steadily less security for the Afghans. (p. 13).  

 

Polling data showed that Afghans saw a major rise in the Taliban presence, and still  saw it as by far the most serious threat (p. 14). At 

the same time, the way the US and NATO/ISAF fought exposed them to so much violence without lasting security, that felt they 

experienced as much violence from NATO/ISAF as from the Taliban (p. 15). This reinforced a steady downward trend in the still  

great support for NATO (p. 16) and the US (p. 17), as well as an increase in unfavorable attitudes towards the Afghan police and 

government. These trends were only offset by public support for the Afghan Army (p. 18). 
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NATO/ISAF Civilian Deaths in 2008



HQ ISAF Strategic Advisory Group ―Unclassified Metrics‖ May 2009.

Civilian Deaths in Afghanistan
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ABC/BBC/ARD Poll: Fearing a Taliban 

Resurgence: 2/2009

Source: Gary Langer, Director of Polling, ABC News, “Afghanistan: Where Things Stand,” Public Opinion Trends in Afghanistan, CSIS – Feb. 11, 2009
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ABC/BBC/ARD Poll: Biggest 

Danger to Afghanistan : 2-2009 

Source: Gary Langer, Director of Polling, ABC News, “Afghanistan: Where Things Stand,” Public Opinion Trends in Afghanistan, CSIS – Feb. 11, 2009
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Among other violence, a quarter report car bombs or suicide attacks in their area in 

the past year; three in 10, kidnappings for ransom. Thirty-eight percent report 

civilian casualties in the past year, attributed about equally either to 

U.S./NATO/ISAF or to anti- government forces, and somewhat less so to Afghan 

government forces.  Given these and their many other challenges, the number of 

Afghans who expect their lives to improve in the year ahead has dropped from a 

peak of 67 percent in 2005 to 51 percent today. And just under half, 47 percent, 

expect a better life for their children, hardly a ringing endorsement of the country’s 

prospects. The resurgence of the Taliban is a key element of the public alarm: Fifty-

eight percent of Afghans see the Taliban as the biggest danger to the country, 

measured against local warlords, drug traffickers or the U.S. or Afghan 

governments. And 43 percent say the Taliban have grown stronger in the past year, 

well more than the 24 percent who think the movement has weakened. 
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ABC/BBC/ARD Poll: Afghan Experiences with 

Violence in Past Year: 2007 vs. 2009

Source: Gary Langer, Director of Polling, ABC News, “Afghanistan: Where Things Stand,” Public Opinion Trends in Afghanistan, CSIS – Feb. 11, 2009
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ABC/BBC/ARD Poll: Losing the Afghan 

People: 2006 vs. 2009-2

Source: Gary Langer, Director of Polling, ABC News, “Afghanistan: Where Things Stand,” Public Opinion Trends in Afghanistan, CSIS – Feb. 11, 2009
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ABC/BBC/ARD Poll: Views of NATO ISAF Forces 

:2006 to 2009/2

Source: Gary Langer, Director of Polling, ABC News, “Afghanistan: Where Things Stand,” Public Opinion Trends in Afghanistan, CSIS – Feb. 11, 2009

Among people who report bombing or shelling by U.S. or NATO/ISAF forces in their area, support for the presence of U.S. forces drops to 46 

percent, vs. 70 percent among those who report no such activity.   There’s a similar pattern in support for retribution against U.S. or NATO/ISAF 

forces. While 25 percent of all Afghans now say violence against such forces can be justified, that jumps to 44 percent among those who report 

air strikes or shelling in their area. It’s a similar 45 percent in the South and East, where the fighting has been most intense.  By contrast, 

support for attacks on Western forces drops to 18 percent where no bombing or shelling has occurred, and to 15 percent in the provinces where 

conflict has been lowest, roughly the northern half of the country. All told, one in six Afghans report coalition bombardment in their area within 

the past year, but with huge variation; it soars to nearly half in the Southwest and nearly four in 10 in the East. 
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ABC/BBC/ARD Poll: Afghan Views of the 

US: 2005-2009-2

Source: Gary Langer, Director of Polling, ABC News, “Afghanistan: Where Things Stand,” Public Opinion Trends in Afghanistan, CSIS – Feb. 11, 2009
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HQ ISAF Strategic Advisory Group ―Unclassified Metrics‖ May 2009.

Afghan Perceptions of 
ANSF Behavior
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End 2009:

The Course of the fighting to Date
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The War’s Metrics at End 2009: Obama, McChrystal, Eikenberry and the New Realism 

The period since President Obama first speech and the end of 2009 has reflected a far more realistic approach to both the growth scale 

of the war, and the importance of influence and control over the population versus tactical battles and “kinetics.” NATO/ISAF and 

USCENTCOM have issued far more realistic estimates of the areas where fighting took place in 2007, 2008, and 2009. (pp. 24-25). 

While USCENTCOM is still reporting that 71% of all attacks took place in 10% of Afghanistan’s districts, its maps now show the 

fully range of Taliban activity and just how much of the country the Taliban and insurgents operate in. Senior officers, like Chairman 

of the Joint Chiefs Admiral Mullen, have stated that the Taliban and insurgents have a major influence or control over one third of the 

districts in the country – a conclusion supported by the USCENTCOM map on pages 26-27.  

Senior US officers like Major General Flynn have acknowledged that Taliban now have what "a full-fledged insurgency" and shadow 

governors in 33 of Afghanistan's 34 provinces, including those in the north, and that the Taliban now has a significant presence in 

northern provinces like  Baghlan, Kunduz and Taqhar. This compares with 11 provinces in 2005, 20 in 2006, 28 in 2007, and 31 in 

2008.  

The seriousness of the fighting is shown in Data on the patterns in ANSF and US/ISAF casualties in page 29), and USCENTCOM and 

NATO/ISAF provide far better data are provided on the rise in weekly security incidents (pp. 30) and IED attacks (pp. 31-24) during. 

Data on high profile explosions are now provided in detail (p. 35), along with better data on the sharp variations in indirect fire attacks 

(p. 36), and a major rise in small arms attacks (p. 37). Information is also now available on the number of caches found and cleared – a 

trend that is positive but does not match the rise in relevant attacks. (p. 38) 

Far more detail has been made available on the patterns in attack by regional command (pp. 39-43). These latter data now reflect 

timeframes that clearly show the steady rise in the intensity in the fighting in each area during 2009. Along with the maps described 

earlier, they show why the current fighting is being assessed as one where the Taliban and insurgents have pushed the war to the crisis 

stage. 

 The data on the patterns in security incidents in the Kabul regional command reflect relative low levels of activity, but also show the continuing ability 

of insurgents to conduct major attacks when this offers significant political advantages. 
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 The data on RC South also show the rising intensity of the conflict between 2007 and 2009 – with nearly 100% rise between 2008 and 2009 – driven in 

part by the ISAF offensive in Helmand an other parts of the south. Again, the insurgents show the ability to suddenly raise the patterns of attack in the 

summer of 2009. 

 

 The data on RC West still show low levels of incidents relative to RC East and RC South, but again show a major rise in 2009 (around 70%), and the 

ability to suddenly raise the patterns of attack in the summer of 2009. 

 

 The data on RC North are similar to those on RC West. They show low levels of incidents relative to RC East and RC South, but again show a major rise 

in 2009 (around 70%), and the ability to suddenly raise the patterns of attack in the summer of 2009. 

It is important to note that the grim story told in the graphics in this analysis does not reflect the impact of any solid strength or 

popularity on the part of the Taliban or other insurgents. A future analysis will show that is the product of some eight years of failing to 

provide the proper military resources, of failing to deal with Afghan power brokers and corruption, and of focusing aid efforts focused 

far more on donor goals and mid to long term development than the realities of a steadily intensifying war. The Taliban have reached 

their present level of success largely through strategic neglect that created a virtual power vacuum in much of the country. 

Accordingly, none of these data indicate that the war is lost. The strategy President Obama has set forth in broad terms can still win if 

the Afghan government and Afghan forces become more effective, if NATO/ISAF national contingents provide more unity of effort, if 

aid donors focus on the fact that development cannot succeed unless the Afghan people see real progress where they live in the near 

future, and if the United States shows strategic patience and finally provides the resources necessary to win. 
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Rising Intensity of the Fighting: 2005-2009
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The Insurgency Reaches a Crisis: 2005-2009

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security 

Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009

• Insurgency is loosely
organized, increasingly effective...but growing 
more cohesive

• Insurgent strength is 
enabled by GIRoA weakness

• International support for development has not 
met population’s expectations

• Security force capacity has lagged behind a 
growing insurgency

• Perceived insurgent success will draw foreign 
fighters

In COIN, catch up ball does not 

work
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01 Jan 09 – 15 Dec 09
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Where the Fighting Is: 2009
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Insurgent Influence & Capability by District: 2009
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The Insurgency Reaches a Crisis: 2005-2009

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security 

Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009
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Killed in Action: 2007-2009
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Weekly Security Incidents: 2007-2009
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The Critical IED Threat in Afghanistan:  
Massive Increases During 2004-2009

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security Assistance 

Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009
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IED Attacks: 2007-2009
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IED Attacks in Afghanistan: 2005-2009

JIEDDO J9 – 10 OCT 09

Source: IDA Scrubbed SigActs (CIDNE)
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Steadily Increasing Size of Charges

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security 

Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009
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 Percentage of IEDs with charge weights over 25 lbs has dramatically increased

 Trend of increasing charge size is an effort by INS to provide a low-cost method of attempting to defeat friendly 

force armor technology

 The IED is the weapon of choice for the Taliban (akin to the surface to air missile system for the mujahideen)
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High Profile Explosions: 2007-2009
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Indirect Fire Attacks: 2007-2009
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Small Arms Attacks: 2007-2009
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Caches Found and Cleared: 2007-2009
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Security Incidents in the Kabul RC: 2007-2009
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Security Incidents in RC East: 2007-2009
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Security Incidents in RC South: 2007-2009
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Security Incidents in RC West: 2007-2009
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Security Incidents in RC North: 2007-2009
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Assessing the Taliban and 

Insurgent Threat and 

the Impact of Pakistan
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The Taliban and Insurgent Threat in 2010

This same realism applies to improved assessments of the insurgent threat. NATO/ISAF has issued far more realistic assessments of the

links between the fighting in Afghanistan and Pakistan, and how the growing strength and sophistication of the Taliban and other insurgent

threats cuts across the border areas. Pages 48 and 47 show how the threat has grown in size and complexity between 2007 and the end of

2009, where it is based in Pakistan, and how its operating areas and areas of influence have expanded.

US experts have summarize the differences between insurgent groups (p. 49.) The Director of Intelligence for ISAF has issued an

unclassified briefing that describes both the steady rise in the intensity of insurgent activity and the expansion of insurgent networks and

influence. This briefing show insurgents plan to further expand their influence and areas of operations in spite of the rise in NATO/ISAF

forces, that the Taliban are adapting to try to win more popular support, and that expelling NATO/ISAF forces remains a major

overarching objective. (pp. 49-50).

It notes that the Taliban has adopted new organizational structures to achieve its objectives (p. 51-52), and that the insurgency can sustain

itself indefinitely unless defeated. (p. 53). It also notes that detainees and insurgent fighters perceive themselves as successful, and expect

to again become the government with time – as well as see the current government as corrupt and ineffective, aid efforts as a failure, the

ANP as corrupt, and the US as a nation that seek a permanent presence in Afghanistan. (p. 54).

The briefing makes it clear that the Taliban is sophisticated enough to think and act in strategic terms and not simply on the basis of 

ideological conviction or tactical opportunism. (p. 55-56). This does not mean that the insurgency does not have critical weaknesses as 

well as important strengths (p. 56), but Pakistan provides another source of challenges (p. 58-61) and US experts estimate that the 

insurgents are currently confident and feel they winning a war of political attrition. The war is still winnable, but only if the US fully 

executes major changes in strategy. (p. 62)

This is a key point. The grim story told in the graphics in this analysis does not reflect the impact of any solid strength or popularity on the 

part of the Taliban or other insurgents. A future analysis will show that is the product of some eight years of failing to provide the proper 

military resources, of failing to deal with Afghan power brokers and corruption, and of focusing aid efforts focused far more on donor 

goals and mid to long term development than the realities of a steadily intensifying war. The Taliban have reached their present level of 

success largely through strategic neglect that created a virtual power vacuum in much of the country.

Accordingly, none of these data indicate that the war is lost. The strategy President Obama has set forth in broad terms can still win if the 

Afghan government and Afghan forces become more effective, if NATO/ISAF national contingents provide more unity of effort, if aid 

donors focus on the fact that development cannot succeed unless the Afghan people see real progress where they live in the near future, 

and if the United States shows strategic patience and finally provides the resources necessary to win.
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The Afghan Insurgency at End-2009

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security 

Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009

PAK STATS (Open Source—as of 15 DEC):

Suicide Attacks: 66 (793 KIA / 2086 WIA)

Other IED Attacks: 83 (760 KIA / 875 WIA)

39 attacks since 17 OCT (~ 30 days) 

• We face a TB dominated insurgency -- Two groups emerging; Afghanistan and Pakistan Taliban

• Overarching strategy and plans remain unclear, but strategic goals are clear and coming into alignment

• Operational level coordination occurs across the country; most frequent observed at the tactical level

• AQ provides facilitation , training and some funding while relying on insurgent safe havens in Pakistan
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Insurgent Strategy as of 11.16.2009

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security 

Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009

Overall insurgent strategy going into 2010

(despite increases in ISAF troop strength)

• Increase base of support (continue to expand into West and North)

• Counter ISAF expansion and cause casualties, esp., Coalition partners

• Undermine efforts of good governance

• Consolidate Command and Control, especially in the South

• Strengthen leadership and unity of effort throughout the country

• Maintain momentum in the winter and increase aggressiveness

• Increase influence around urban centers of Kandahar and Kabul

Mid year adjustment of Taliban strategy

• Leverage tribal influence to gain popular support

• Improve command and control and operational security

• Delegitimize participation in GIRoA

• Expand operations in the West and North

Taliban Overarching Goals:

• Expel foreign forces from Afghanistan

• Undermine GIRoA’s authority and perceptions of security

• Establish a Sunni state under Taliban Supreme Leader Mullah Omar
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Afghan Taliban Intentions and Directives

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security 

Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009

Taliban Code of Conduct published by Taliban leadership, Mid July 2009

(Mullah Omar’s COIN guidance – a population centric strategy)

• “This is our mission: to keep people and their property safe. Do not let those people that love 

money take our local people’s property and cause them problems.”

• “Keep good relationships with your friends and the local people, and do not let the enemy divide / 

separate you.”

Directives

• Reiterated prohibitions on the following:

– Mistreating population

– Forcibly taking personal weapons

– Taking children to conduct jihad

– Punishment by maiming

– Forcing people to pay donations

– Searching homes

– Kidnapping people for money

Intentions

• We don’t have to beat ISAF militarily, just outlast 

international will to remain in Afghanistan

• Continue population outreach and protection programs

• Continue successful asymmetric operations

• Expand lethal IED and high-profile attacks to deny 

ISAF freedom of movement

• Emphasize increasing violence in RC North and RC 

West

• Demonstrate Taliban reach and perceived control of all 

Afghanistan

• Make the main enemy the United States
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Afghan Taliban Intentions and Directives

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security 

Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009

• Inner Shura: Supreme Ruling body; makes decisions 

within Omar’s guidance

• Greater Shura / Committees: Rule on local issues 

that Shura leaders take to a national-level Shura

• Local Shura: Based on functional requirements, 

meeting needs of the Inner or Central Shura

• Inner Shura: Supreme ruling body; decisions based on 

consensus and within Omar’s guidance

• Regional Shura / Committees: Direct and oversee policy; 

limited decision-making authority

• Provincial Shura: Enforces and implements directives; 

represents local concerns

*  Decision delays as fighters require guidance from smaller core of TBSL decision-makers
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“Time is Running Out....”

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security 

Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009

• The Taliban-led insurgency has the momentum...but additional effective 
counterinsurgency forces and operations will challenge them in select districts 
and provinces

01 Jan 09 – 15 Dec 0901 Jan 05 – 15 Dec 05 01 Jan 07 – 15 Dec 07

Kinetic Events by Geography

Kinetic Events by Week and Type • Taliban influence 
expanding; contesting and 
controlling additional 
areas.

• Kinetic events are up 
300% since 2007 and an 
additional 60% since 
2008.   

• The Taliban now has 
“Shadow Governors” in 33 
of 34 provinces (as of DEC 
09)

PAK STATS (Open Source—as of 12 NOV):

Suicide Attacks: 66 (793 KIA / 2086 WIA)

Other IED Attacks: 83 (760 KIA / 875 WIA)

39 attacks since 17 OCT (~ 30 days) 
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The Afghan Insurgency Can Sustain Itself 
Indefinitely

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security 

Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009

• Weapons and Ammunition:

− Small arms weapons and ammunition readily available throughout the region

− Increased availability of IED and HME materials and technology

• Funding: External funding is top-down, while internal funding is bottom-up, providing 

Taliban a consistent stream of money to sufficiently fund operations:

− Internal: Significant amount from opiate trade 

 Most reliable, accessible source of funds

 Taxes; narcotics nexus; corruption 

− External: Originate in Islamic states 

 Delivered via couriers and hawalas

• Recruits:

− Retain the religious high-ground

− Able to recruit from frustrated population

− Exploit poverty, tribal friction, and lack 

of governance
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How Detainees Perceive the War

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security 

Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009

OVERALL TRENDS:

• 2009 perceived as most successful year of the war for INS

• Expanded violence viewed as INS victory

• Elections viewed as INS success; low turnout; fraud

COMMAND AND CONTROL:

• INS attempting to solidify command structure

• Directed leadership replacement causing friction with 

local elements

• TBSL reestablishing strategic vision; wants TB seen as 

fair, uncorrupt

• View Al Qa'ida as a handicap – view that is increasingly 

prevalent

POLITICS:

• Renewed focus on becoming a legitimate government

• Expand shadow governance

MOTIVATIONS:

• U.S. seen as desiring permanent presence in Afghanistan

• Promised infrastructure projects incomplete, ineffective

• Karzai government universally seen as corrupt and ineffective

• Crime and corruption pervasive amongst security forces
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DIIRS By Category

Atmospheric INS Biographics Financing

Training Anti-Election INS Capabilities

Corruption Threat to population INS Attack

Facilitation Propaganda Threat to CF
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Taliban Strategic Relationships

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security 

Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009

The Taliban retains required partnerships to sustain support, fuel 
legitimacy and bolster capacity

Domestic
Leverage Omar’s Islamic credentials to transcend tribal issues

Exploit corruption to generate funds, gain access, and secure protection

Regional / International – State
Known State relationships create tension

Current AFG TB vision if they return to power is to re-establish good relations with Islamic 

and Regional States

Careful not to antagonize Islamabad or Tehran in order to mitigate against crackdown on 

safe havens or support systems

Regional / International – Non-state
Manage relationship with AQ to avoid alienating Afghan population, but encourage support 

from global jihad network

Manage relationship with Pakistani militant groups to encourage reduced attacks in 

Pakistan, but encourage support for efforts in Afghanistan

Mutually supportive relationship with Chechen and Central Asian fighters
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Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009

Enemy Reaction if International Support Wanes
“The insurgency is confident “…Winning a War of 

Political Attrition by Reducing International Support

Most Likely

• Goal: Maintain pressure, enable ISAF 

withdrawal, population centric approach

• Operations:
Contest ISAF presence, create opportunity for 

ISAF withdrawal of forces

Steadily increase violence, sustain high profile 

attacks in urban areas

Contest ISAF / GIRoA in north and west

Consolidate influence in areas they dominate, 

accommodate ISAF supporters who shift sides

• Impact:
 ISAF/ANSF able to secure population centers

Reduced international support for Afghanistan

Growing popular apathy toward GIRoA

Reduced support for ANSF

Ethnic fissures exacerbated, but militia remain 

focused on the insurgency

… looking toward post-ISAF Afghanistan.

Most Dangerous

• Goal: Increase pressure, seek to 

destroy ISAF, punish population

• Operations:
More aggressively contest ISAF, inflict 

casualties if forces withdraw

Significantly increase high profile attacks in 

urban areas

Foster ethnic rivalries in north and west

 Impose TB Sharia in areas they dominate, 

punish ISAF supporters

• Impact:
Reduced security in population centers

Significant loss of international support

Open popular frustration with GIRoA

Popular enmity toward ANSF

Open fighting between ethnic groups, 

drawing in regional benefactors
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Insurgent Strengths and Weaknesses

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security 

Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009

Strengths

• Organizational capabilities and operational reach are qualitatively and geographically 
expanding

• Strength and ability of shadow governance increasing

• Much greater frequency of attacks and varied locations

• IED use is increasing in numbers and complexity; as much a tactic and process as it is 
a weapon

• Speed and decisiveness of their information operations and media campaign  -- this is 
their main effort

Weaknesses and Vulnerabilities

• Comprised of multiple locally-based tribal networks

• Persistent fissures among insurgent leadership at local levels

• Dependent on many marginalized / threatened segments of Pashtun population

• Over-reliance on external support
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The Challenge of Pakistan

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security 

Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009

• Pakistan is as or more complex than Afghanistan
– Tribal and religion overtones, yet strong national identity, multiple ethnicities, most desire some form of democracy, a 

worsening economy but a nuclear weapons state

• Foreign intervention resented in most of the country
– Predominantly an Indian issue, but strong resentment against the US and UK; appears to be growing against Taliban

• Tribal values and traditional core beliefs still dominate large parts of the country
– “Outsiders” trying to impose new ideas and beliefs create tension; nature of tribal traditions can supersede Islam

• Army is perceived to be more capable (and dependable) than the government
– Regarded as a positive influence in the FATA and NWFP because they are locally recruited and able to work within local 

systems

• Large numbers of internally displaced people from years of fighting, a poor economy 

and natural disasters
– Potential breeding ground for the Taliban…but offers opportunities for counter-radicalization programs

• Violations of Pakistan sovereignty may contribute to radicalizing the population and 

diminishes credibility of the Government of Pakistan
– Demonstrates an inability of the government; perception they cannot protect their own; exacerbates anti-western 

sentiment

Staying the course in Pakistan as important as staying the course in Afghanistan
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Tribes and insurgent groups in Pakistan

Source: ADDICTION, CRIME AND INSURGENCY The transnational threat of Afghan opium, October 2009,UNODC, Page 123
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Trafficking routes and unofficial border 

crossing points in Afghanistan 2008

Source: ADDICTION, CRIME AND INSURGENCY The transnational threat of Afghan opium, October 2009,UNODC, Page 61
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FATA’s seven agencies and Baluchistan

Source: ADDICTION, CRIME AND INSURGENCY The transnational threat of Afghan opium, October 2009,UNODC, Page 124
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But the War is Still Winnable

Source: Adapted from Major General Michael Flynn, State of the Insurgency, Trends, Intentions and Objectives, Director of Intelligence, International Security 

Assistance Force, Afghanistan, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan, as of 22 DEC, 2009

• We have a key advantage – Taliban is not a popular movement (yet); population is frustrated 

by GIRoA, we must make them believe ISAF / GIRoA can succeed

• Taliban represents an existential threat -- only they have sufficient organizational capability 

and support to pose a threat to GIRoA’s viability (they are most coherent in the south)

• Regional instability is rapidly increasing and getting worse

• New strategy will incur risks -- not properly executing the strategy has greater risk
– Longer war

– Greater casualties

– Higher overall costs

– Loss of political support

• Taliban strength is the perception that its victory is inevitable; reversing momentum requires 

protecting the population and changing perceptions

• Under-resourcing significantly elevates risk, increases lag time, and is likely to cause failure 

• Success requires operating / thinking, in a fundamentally new way

The situation is serious  -- significant change is required.


